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Determining the Role of Competition Determining the Role of Competition 
in Structuring Population in Structuring Population 

Distributions:Distributions:
Case study of stream fish in OklahomaCase study of stream fish in Oklahoma
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Complete Competitors Cannot Complete Competitors Cannot 
CoexistCoexist……

�� Partitioning of resourcesPartitioning of resources
–– FoodFood
–– TemporalTemporal
–– Space (habitat)Space (habitat)

�� Space Partitioning Leads to Complementary Space Partitioning Leads to Complementary 
DistributionsDistributions
–– SympatricSympatric
–– Allopatric Allopatric 
–– ParapatricParapatric

Distributions of Stream Distributions of Stream 
Fish in Red RiverFish in Red River

�� Anecdotal observations of Anecdotal observations of parapatric parapatric 
distributions among 27 species of distributions among 27 species of 
morphologically similar minnows, shiners, morphologically similar minnows, shiners, 
and chubsand chubs

�� Wanted to know the mechanism (e.g., Wanted to know the mechanism (e.g., 
interspecific interspecific competition) for assemblycompetition) for assembly
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Reasons/Mechanisms for Reasons/Mechanisms for 
Parapatric Parapatric DistributionsDistributions

�� HistoricalHistorical
–– Species are adapted to different environmentsSpecies are adapted to different environments

–– Genetic mechanisms maintain boundariesGenetic mechanisms maintain boundaries

�� EcologicalEcological
–– EcotonesEcotones

–– PredationPredation

–– Disease and parasitesDisease and parasites

–– Interspecific Interspecific competitioncompetition

ApproachApproach

�� Genetic MechanismsGenetic Mechanisms
–– Used phylogenyUsed phylogeny
–– Predictions:Predictions:

»» More distantly related species should show more More distantly related species should show more 
random distributions (i.e., more overlap) random distributions (i.e., more overlap) 

»» Less likely to have Less likely to have parapatricparapatricdistributionsdistributions

–– If distantly related species show If distantly related species show parapatricparapatric
distributions then suggests an ecological distributions then suggests an ecological 
mechanismmechanism
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ApproachApproach

�� Ecological MechanismsEcological Mechanisms
–– Used morphologyUsed morphology

–– Predictions:Predictions:
»» Morphologically similar species would have Morphologically similar species would have 

parapatricparapatricdistributions more than dissimilar speciesdistributions more than dissimilar species

–– If morphologically similar species showed If morphologically similar species showed 
parapatricparapatricdistributions then suggests an distributions then suggests an 
ecological mechanismecological mechanism
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ResultsResults

�� Genetic MechanismGenetic Mechanism
–– Phylogeny failed to explain (i.e., distantly Phylogeny failed to explain (i.e., distantly 

related species still showed some related species still showed some 
complementary distributionscomplementary distributions

�� Ecological MechanismEcological Mechanism
–– Morphologically similar species coMorphologically similar species co--occurred occurred 

less than morphologically less similar speciesless than morphologically less similar species

–– Suggests an ecological mechanismSuggests an ecological mechanism

Ecological, howeverEcological, however……

�� EcotonesEcotones??

�� Predation?Predation?

�� Disease and Parasitism?Disease and Parasitism?

�� Interspecific Interspecific Competition?Competition?

EcotoneEcotone??

�� Ecotones Ecotones bound the distribution of species bound the distribution of species 
adapted for particular habitatsadapted for particular habitats

�� If assume morphologically similar species If assume morphologically similar species 
are adapted to similar habitats then expect are adapted to similar habitats then expect 
similar species to cosimilar species to co--occuroccur

�� This was This was notnot the casethe case
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Predation?Predation?

�� Assume Assume picivores picivores should prey on morphologically should prey on morphologically 
similar speciessimilar species

�� If one species was excluded from an area due to If one species was excluded from an area due to 
predation, then other morphologically similar predation, then other morphologically similar 
species should be excluded as wellspecies should be excluded as well
–– NotNot the case the case 

�� Additionally, Additionally, picivore picivore ranges were usually much ranges were usually much 
larger and overlapped many larger and overlapped many parapatric parapatric 
distributionsdistributions

Parasites and Disease?Parasites and Disease?

�� ??????????

�� Used other studies to suggest might or Used other studies to suggest might or 
might not be the casemight not be the case
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Interspecific Interspecific CompetitionCompetition

�� Assume that if morphology reflects resource Assume that if morphology reflects resource 
use and if use and if resources are limitingresources are limiting, then , then 
expect competitive pressure to result in expect competitive pressure to result in 
parapatric parapatric distributionsdistributions

�� Found morphologically similar species Found morphologically similar species 
showed showed parapatric distribuitonsparapatric distribuitons
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ConclusionsConclusions

�� Interspecific Interspecific competition, as the mechanism competition, as the mechanism 
for for parapatricparapatricdistributions, was consistent distributions, was consistent 
with predictionswith predictions

�� If an observational approach is used, care If an observational approach is used, care 
must be taken to examine must be taken to examine allall possible possible 
explanationsexplanations


